INTEGRATED WINGTIP LIGHT ASSEMBLY

DIMENSIONS: 21.3” X 9.9”
541 MM X 251 MM

VOLTAGE:
ACL: 18 VDC TO 29.5 VDC
NAV: 18 VDC TO 29.5 VDC

WEIGHT: 18 LB MAX/8.2 KG MAX

PMA APPROVED

COMBINES OUR LED ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT (ACL) AND LED NAVIGATION LIGHT (NAV)

THE ACL PROVIDES THE FORWARD WHITE WINGTIP FLASH PORTION OF THE ACL SYSTEM AS DEFINED IN FAR 25.14.01

THE NAVIGATION LIGHT MODULES PROVIDE THE FORWARD WINGTIP PORTION OF THE NAVIGATION LIGHT SYSTEM AT DEFINED IN FAR 25.1385 THROUGH 25.1397

BUILT-IN REDUNDANCY

PART NUMBERS:
747-8 LED IWLA: 0204544
747-8 LED WINGTIP MARKER LIGHT: 0204545
INTEGRATED WINGTIP LIGHT ASSEMBLY

CONNECTOR BACC63BV12F3PNH
(MATING CONNECTOR: BACC63BP12C3SN)

LEFT WING TIP NAVIGATION
LIGHT LUM P/N 0204553-1018-201

LENS IS NOT SHOWN

CONNECTOR BACC63BV18F8PNH
(MATING CONNECTOR: BACC63BP18C8SN)

LEFT WING TIP ANTI-COLLISION
LIGHT LUM P/N 0204552-1018-201

LENS IS NOT SHOWN
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